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QUOTATION NOTICE

Sealed quotations are invited from the manufacturers/authorized dealers for the
supply of the following stores to be delivered at our t.C, Factory, Kulathupuzha.

51. Item Specification Purpose Qty
No. Nos.
- - - --_.
1 Bearing NO.7310 M RHP 7310 M Use at Latex 8 nos
2 Bearing NO.2305M RHP 2305 M Centrifuging 5 nos

Machine

The quoted rate should be all inclusive (i.e. including transportation charges, loading
and unloading charges, handling charges etc.) Tax should be shown separately. The
supply should be completed within 15 days of receipt of purchase order. The sealed
cover containing the quotation should be superscribed "SUPPLY OF BEARING",
Quotation due onIl6.11.2019.

Last date of receipt of quotation is 06.11.19, 2.00 p.m. The quotation will be
pened at 3.00 p.m. on the same day. If it happens to be a holiday it will be opened on
the following working day at the same time. The quotation should be addressed to
REHABILITATION PLANTATIONS LTD., PUNALUR, 691 305.

GENERAL CONDITIONS
1. Any quotation received after the time fixed on the due date is liable to be

rejected.
2. Withdrawal from the quotation after it is accepted or failure to supply within the

specified time or in accordance with specifications will entail cancellation of the
order a~d the firm is liable to be blacklisted.

3. No representation for enhancement of price once accepted will be considered.
4. Payment will be made only after the supplies are actually verified and taken to stock.
5. Tenderers should specify whether they possess GST & MSME Registration.
6. Documentary evidence should be attached along with the quotation to prove

that authorized dealer/manufacturer.

"RPL is an environment friendly organiz. ·on.L expects
its supptiers also to contribute toward a greener Earth"
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